April 2019

LCAA AirBag Lite 2
Maiden Day Is Upon Us…………… Saturday May 4th
Join us in maidening all your newly Built\Purchased Aircraft
We will start the season off with traditional picnic fare
food - Burgers, Dogs, Brats and fixings.
We are planning activities for our new planes especially
the Simple Scouts. Things like Limbo and for Papa Don –
taxi racing are on the agenda and depending how everyone feels we may even do some combat later in the day.

Swap Meets—During each picnic
Anyone with any hobby related equipment (I.e.
planes, cars, boats, chargers, monokote, batteries,
etc) that they are looking to pass on to another
hobby enthusiast is welcome to bring it to any
picnic and offer it up for sale or free.

IMPORTANT
I hate being the serious one around here but bare with me for a moment.

We all know this is an organized hobby and there are rules we all have to follow as enthusiasts. Not the least of which is to have valid AMA and FAA #’s. As
club members we are all required to have these in order to fly at our field. Well, just so there is no doubt, ANY guest that wants to fly without being in the
student position of a buddy box setup, MUST have valid AMA and FAA #’s as well. If they don’t have these, they don’t fly except on a buddy box as a student.
This isn’t optional and as members of the club we are all responsible for all of our guests following these rules.
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